Chapter 8: Development Across the Life Span

Across
2. Controlled expression trait
6. Zygote that splits in two
7. A insecurely attached attached infant or child
9. The sense that is least developed at birth
10. The kind of monkey that was used in Harlow's classic research
11. A neurodevelopmental disorder that impairs thinking, feeling, language, and social skills

Down
1. One of the critical areas of adjustment that deals with breathing
3. Two eggs that are fertilized
4. A infant that is irregular, nonadaptable, and irritable
5. The stage of ______ development includes; babbling, cooing, and one-word speech
8. Kohlberg proposed three levels of ______ development

Word Bank
dominant-gene vision language dizygotic-twins
moral monozygotic-twins rhesus difficult
ambivalent ASD respiration